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Kegan & Lahey 2009 Immunity to change. Harvard Business Publishing

Find my 
voice; find 
my life work

Work in & 
Working on



Tension: best practice vs lived 
experience

• Best practice says:
– Set goals
– Coaching needs goals
– They are unproblematic

• Experience says
– Some clients actively avoid goals
– And still find profitable things to do
– Without the straightjacket of goals



Three directions from our book

1. Limitations of 
goals

2. Nuanced view 
of goals

3. Coaching on 
purpose



Limitations of goals – Grant

• Goals hierarchy – values at top
• Ensure subordinate goals and action plans 

don’t dominate
• Great wrenching conversations or tangible ad 

explicable outcomes
• Critique of SMART – leads to SCRUFFY thinking



Limitations of goals
Greif; Bright & Prior

• Emphasise uncertainty and fuzziness of goals
• Tubbs 1986 meta-analysis goals help in the lab; 

less useful in ‘real’ life
• Lunsford
• Spirited defence of SMART
• Fixed mindsets favour SMART – growth mindsets 

don’t
• Kram
• Goals of use for instrumental mindsets



A nuanced view of goals

• Berkman, Donde & Rock
• Multiple factors – approach or avoidance; 

planning; social context; self-control 
• Grant 
• Approach or avoidance goals
• Grant; Bright & Prior; Boyatzis & Howard
• Learning goals vs performance goals
• Boyatzis & Howard
• Ideal self vs real self



Systems perspectives

• Greif; Whitmore
• Monitoring progress towards goal achievement 
• Bright & Prior
• Goals oversimplify; break down in face of non-linearity
• Cavanagh; Kram
• Goals as ‘containers of possibility’; ‘create a holding 

environment’
• Cavanagh
• New thinking can worsen performance but it is still 

needed



Goals’ place in formal and informal 
mentoring

• Kram
• Informal – no goal focus (purpose and meaning 

instead) 
• Formal – encourage goal focus
• Shifting goals overwhelms some mentors
• Leads to mentors oversimplifying the goal setting 

process
• Team coaching privileges organisation agenda
• Development networks provide challenge, 

consistency and confirmation



Coaching on purpose

• Kegan
• Use model of adult development

– Instrumental
– Societal 
– Self-authoring
– Self-transforming

• Broaden knowledge systems cf focus on 
performance

• Recognise our own immune system
• Our commitments have us, not vice versa



Self-determination

• Spence & Deci
• Coaching on purpose helps self-determination
• Focus on autonomy, relatedness and competence
• Choose responses to extrinsic goals
• Whitmore
• ‘What is most valuable for everyone?’
• Lunsford
• Promote a growth mindset
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Coaching Goal Orientation Questionnaire*
Item Question

1 I set goals with my coachees at the start of a coaching assignment.

2 At the start of a coaching assignment we set goals for the whole 
assignment.

3 In subsequent coaching sessions we refer back to the goals set at the 
start.

4 We determine when to finish a coaching assignment by checking 
whether goals have been achieved.

5 The goals help us to decide whether the coaching is appropriately 
focused.

6 Goals remain the same throughout the coaching assignment

7 We set goals for each coaching session.

8 The goals are central to deciding the effectiveness of the coaching.

9 We have purposeful conversations without setting goals. (Reverse 
scored)

*Cronbach’s alpha = .819
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Average Goal Orientation Scores by Region*

*t(185) = 4.856, p<.001
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Average Goal Orientation Scores by Education 

*F(2) = 4.118, p = 0.18
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Average Goal Orientation scores 
by Experience and by Region

*US:   (r(141) = -.008, p=.923)
Euro: (r(35) = -.432, p=.010)


